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Thought for the Week: Freedom Wears a Crown By J Farthing https://alor.org/Storage/Library/PDF/Farthing_J-Freedom_Wears_a_Crown.pdf

extract…The idea which we as a British people inherited was that the opinion governing a nation should be not
only as fully informed as the High Court of Parliament is able to ensure, but as near to a right and true opinion
as the reasoned deliberations of all the representatives of the people are able to make it. The opinion that finally
prevails must primarily bare a reasoned reference to truth, or the most adequate expression of truth of which a
given people is capable. But we in the name of a pure Canada are to destroy our traditional Constitution and affirm
the majority-will as law. This abolishes parliamentary government, since the governing opinion need, and can,
only be counted. The House of Commons becomes but a place where they count the majority, that is the number of
puppets that hang on the strings of an all-determining dictatorial cabinet (or bureaucracy-ed).
In this political philosophy, questions of right or wrong are irrelevant. All is determined by the winning of
elections. A government once elected, all that it does is justified by ‘we won the election’. Make the greatest
number the law of our national life and it follows of necessity that the appeal to number justifies not only all
that follows, but all that precedes an election. It matters not a whit how an election is won, since the end will
retroactively justify the means. This is the high heritage bequest in this country and to his own party by the late
William Lyon Mackenzie King (former Canadian PM-ed).
A Canadian Liberal (Nth American description of socialistic-ed) is now a person who scorns to engage in any political
thinking or discussion as a means of arriving at the opinion which ought to govern. His concern with opinions is
first to accept them as they are; then to label them red or blue or pink; and then to count them. And since it is only
the largest number among labelled opinions that can be said to count, number becomes the sole consideration and
all that relates to opinion. So it is possible to say that Canadian government is now based on 3 principles:
That a Prime Minister has the absolute right to effect the death of a parliament as soon as it threatens to
oppose his will; or, in other words, that the will of the Prime Minister is absolute as against the will of all other
representatives elected by the people.
That any and every question can be for all time answered and settled by the majority vote in any single election;
or, in other words the majority-will in any election completely determines without further question, right and
wrong, truth and error.
That on one day in every four or five years the government presents a four- or five-year accumulation of all such
questions and issues to the people, and in doing so asks them to decide whether they do or do not wish to receive
any further monthly cheques from a bountiful cabinet.
Our national affairs are now in fact determined by the secret deliberations of ministers who present to parliament
and people only a tiresome succession of faits accomplis, all to be justified by counting votes on a single day
in every 1,825 (5 years-ed). Such are the ideas on which our national life is now based and from which we are
henceforth to derive our distinctive character as a people: ideas which are but progressive expressions of the idea
of absolute power. Having been bilked of our Constitution as a democratic people, and being now far gone in the
process which is uprooting all sense of authority in our national life, we are left with only the bare and arid fact of
power based on absolute will.
A majority vote: that is what we have the moronic audacity to call democracy. Deny the ideal of democracy
and with it goes the sense of loyalty; the sense of constitutional authority; enshrining in detail the sense of tradition
and of history which nourishes respect for such an authority. Thus having so destroyed our Constitution we destroy
all truth and principle belonging to the fabric of our corporate life. We are left nothing to revere but the idol of
power based on appeal to mere opinion or will. So long as it is the will or opinion of the greatest number, it is
sacred, no matter what it may be. Power is freed from respect for authority; opinion from concern for truth; will
from principle; and the life of a people in the present from all that comes from the past to inspire and to guide it to

the future. Propaganda in the service of power leads all
opinion to a national worship of the new golden calf; the
greatest possible number.
At first, the merely bigger quantity or majority
number was made the absolute for us, and then - hard
on its heels - the biggest. That is now to be the ruling
idea to inspire the youth of this land and to give us our
distinctive character as a people; as it has already become
the distinctive trait of our pure-Canadian cultists*.

Endless boasting of our mounting wealth and
increasing power and importance in the world is fast
becoming the theme and substance of our national story.
The inner idol is the idol of the number, but the cult
is the cult of importance; the cult of national bombast.
It replaces the old traditional patriotism of the Canadian
people rooted in a deep felt since of the meaning of our
corporate life…end
* pure-Canadian cultists - French Quebec separatist movement

CAN THE AUSTRALIAN COUP D'ÉTAT BE LEGITIMISED? By Arnis Luks
News reports are indicating that Labor will preference
Liberals throughout the State of Queensland. Some are
inferring that this will be consistent across the nation.
Like the farmer and the sheepdog, they appear to work
separately but are actually working together for a
common objective.
Pauline Hanson One Nation 'are suggesting' preferencing
Labour in front of "wet" Liberals – preferencing against
those who would be more naturally aligned with the
Communist Party of Australia rather than a traditional
conservative or traditional labour grouping.
We are all Communists now comrade!
The political vote for the major parties has gone soft
so to speak. The public are beginning to wake up. This
charade every three years at the federal level, of mass
propaganda, misinformation and downright lies in order
for the public to adjudicate to determine government
for the next three years has been shown to be the farce
that it is, a gross misappropriation of political power by
powerful vested interests using propaganda campaigns.
Stalin's quote (by his former secretary Boris Bazhanov)
is appropriate: I consider it completely unimportant who
in the party will vote, or how; but what is extraordinarily
important is this - who will count the votes, and how?
The important emergence of the ‘cross-party enquiry
into covid’ cannot be over-emphasised as to its groundbreaking strategy and political significance. The role
of Parliament has been subverted by the party-room
where actual debates do take place (only within the
governing political party) and not recorded in Hansard
for later scrutiny. Further, the National Cabinet is an
unconstitutional, unrepresentative and unaccountable
entity, with unelected bureaucrats advising each first
Minister, and a massive, to the tune of AU$3.8Billion,
team of spin doctors in the bleachers ready to carve out
a new and acceptable narrative to cover any potential
gaffes or perceived public resistance.
Election Integrity
The HS Chapman Society, historically chaired by
Amy McGrath, was the more recent custodian for the
integrity of elections. Those politicians who achieve
the position of representation in this coming parliament
could do no better than to immediately hold a public
cross-party enquiry into the integrity of the just held 2022
federal election while the iron is still hot, but certainly
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within the first 6 months. While not all anomalies will be
captured, the importance is to place the integrity, or lack
of, of the election into the public consciousness.
The United States Presidential election 2020 was a
fraud; the 2022 French Presidential election was a fraud;
the 2020 Queensland State election was a fraud with
foreign actors designing, implementing and controlling
the Queensland Electoral Commission's software.
The probability of a valid election result for our 2022
federal election is at best ‘remote’. Do you remember
PM Malcolm Turnbull recommending we go to fully
electronic voting as he was being shown the door?
He knew the truth of these things.
PHON Animations
The Pauline Hanson One Nation animations; which
the electoral commission insist be removed; may still be
available for consideration on foreign websites. The only
criticism I hold towards the latest animation was that it
depicted the culprits as being from the left, when in fact
it is across the board. There has never been a cross-party
enquiry into the validity of the electoral roll even though
this or similar has been called for for the past 30 years.
The price to pay is too great, not in dollars but in power.
All majors turn a blind eye to this accepted work practice
of electoral fraud.
Multiple voting, or dead souls, or postal-votinginterception or software fraud have each affected the
integrity and validity of the end result. The ballot dumps
and electronic fraud exercised in the USA is not beyond
our own elections. John Perkins - Economic Hit Man identified election fraud by rigging of elections as SOP
standard operating practice/procedure for vested interests
in order to place their puppets in power. Foreign agents
have this down to a fine art and we are naïve to think
otherwise.
The Role of Parliament
The ‘King in Parliament’ historically described
the government of the day as being three separate
but interconnected bodies of political powers. The
lower house - the House of Representatives being the
people’s house. The upper house - the Senate being the
state’s house. The King - being the current monarch's
representative The Governor General. This is the
constitutional government of Australia, and Australia's
States. What is being presented as our government is
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a hotch-potch of bureaucrats, first ministers and $3.8
billion worth of advisors and spin doctors. At times
parliaments have even been shut down by the first
minister. The chambers of discussion and debate, as an
integral part of running government, and the government
constantly being held to account ‘in the parliament’,
these chambers having actually been padlocked shut.
For the past 2 1/2 years representative government of The
King in Parliament has not existed in Australia.
We had a coup d'état and did not know our Constitution
had been subverted by a foreign power-WEF, WHO, UN.
The people’s house; the House of Representatives,
is purported to represent the people, with the majority
of elected representatives able to form government. As
was depicted in recent media articles, representatives
do not necessarily reside within the electorate and may
even reside interstate. I have questioningly observed
representatives whose interests and philosophy are
foreign to the Australian way of life, and even noted
persons acting in the interests of foreign powers while
holding the highest offices in the land. Sam Dastyari was
not an exception. The discussions within the lower house
are ‘orchestrated events’, conducted around the show
of hands for legislation, and occasionally to endorse the
actions of the Executive by the validating of the existing
majority government. Very, very little of genuine debate
takes place in our muzzled House of Representatives.
Covid Enquiry
Recently, several cross-party representatives held
an enquiry into the covid policy. This is the closest
thing I have witnessed this past 2 1/2 years of effective
representation. Congratulations on their delayed but very
welcome effort. This demonstration of representation
stands out in an avalanche of misinformation/ censorship.
Media reports were minimal, but fortunately alternative
media proved suitable as a viable alternative. No doubt,
as overseas governments are now attempting, even
these viable media-alternatives as sources of reliable
information will be pursued and government attempts
will be made to suppress their welcoming voice of sanity
with a barrage of censorship laws, & journalist licences.
Facts are facts. The bureaucrats and elites controlling
our government, will attempt to suppress any alternative
media sources to censor any unwelcome information
being released to the public, actively conspiring against
the best interests of the people of Australia - again.
The States’ house; the Senate, is purported to
represent the states equally with 12 seats of which 6
will be vacated each election unless a double dissolution
occurs, with 2 other seats allocated for the minor
territories being contested every election. The primary
function of this house is to take into account the interests
from each state’s provincial perspective, with further
input allocated from the territories. The Senate must
review all legislation and is able to offer amendments to
be returned back to the lower house for consideration.
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An important power of the Senate is in regard to the
annual appropriation bill (the budget), which can be
withheld to cause, by demonstration of lack of confidence
in the government, an election. Historically the Senate
elections could also be held separately from the House of
Representatives. These separate elections divested power
away from the people’s house and the first minister,
towards the states house. Even though our Constitution
is only 122 years old, a lot of this important information
of the traditional separation of powers is deliberately
withheld and placed down the Orwellian memory hole.
Finally, the third branch of our federal parliament is
the ‘King’, represented by our Governor General. No
legislation (bill) can come into effect without this royal
assent. A lot of modern ""emergency"" legislation now
includes: “the Crown shall be bound by this Act”. Those
who control the majority political party, our bureaucracy
and the elites vying for total power wish to circumvent
by silencing this third tier of government - the King.
These are important facets to the jewel we call Limited
Constitutional Monarchical Government.
https://www.facebook.com/StephenAndrewMP/posts/418984400227046
https://www.legislation.vic.gov.au/bills/
Agriculture-Legislation-Amendment-Bill-2022

New Agriculture Bill in Victoria Gives The Andrews
Government Control of Food Production and Abolishes
Property Rights - Stephen Andrew MP PHON Qld
…The Bill threatens the country’s food security,
particularly when viewed in the context of global food
shortages, which we are told are just around the corner.
Anyone who thinks I’m exaggerating the danger here,
should take a look at yesterday’s news out of Northern
Ireland. Sheep farmers have been told that a million
sheep must be culled in order to meet the government’s
internationally-set emissions target.
There is also a massive concern around property rights
overall, with the dangerous precedent set by the Bill.
Because there is nothing in the wording that restricts the
new laws to farms. This means the government can also
enter private homes, seize owners’ pets – even kill them and destroy any vegetables gardens or domestic chickens
it finds. Exactly as is happening right now in China…end
Federal Election Voting
I was able to produce a pseudo ballot paper for my
electorate in the lower house. Working through from two
perspectives simultaneously, placing the sitting member
last, and also allocating preferences in order of how to
vote based on the fact that Australia as a nation is under
full attack by subversives. Once viewed from these two
perspectives simultaneously I was able to easily fill in the
pseudo lower house ballot paper.
Looking again from similar perspectives
simultaneously for the Senate pseudo ballot paper,
I chose to rely on my own deliberations rather than
from somewhere else’s ‘how to vote’ cards. I needed to
fill in at least 12 spaces below the line as I saw fit; or
alternatively 6 spaces above the line.
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Above the line follows the party’s choice and not my
own. I chose to fill in at least 1-12 below the line starting
with a candidate most likely to do the best for our Nation
and State. I did not allow any bribes - pork barrelling –
of taxpayer funds being spent in my electorate or state,
to interfere with my thoughts, but chose to look at this
opportunity to express my political-will via the vote, in
regards to "who personally" was best for my State of SA.
All the majors were immediately eliminated as their
collusion across covid, international treaties and selective
pork barrelling has demonstrated for 50 years that they
hold no, none, nada loyalty towards the Australian
Nation, nor it’s peoples. We are fighting for our very
survival as a nation due to their treacherous behaviour
denying with their mouths what they are constantly doing
with their hands – gas-lighting if you like.
A couple of stand-out candidates have surfaced this
past 2.5 years, of who will as individuals, receive my first
and second preferences. Those within that grouping are
placed into a standby mode for now.
In Queensland Senator Amanda Stoker has been
placed 3rd position on her party ticket – deliberately I
believe, however I would give her the next preference if I
was in Queensland as she has been a stand-out for family
and traditional values in spite of her tenuous association
within the Liberal party. Is there such a stand-out person
in my state of South Australia? I could not find even one
within any of the major parties, but could consider others
on the ticket who have shown some resolve this past 30
months towards freedom of choice and lifting all Covid
restrictions. This exercise has been fairly thin on the
ground with the SA Senate ballot paper, in my view.
This Age of Oligarchs
What about Clive you may ask? In my mind I did the
mental gymnastics of changing the name Clive Palmer
to George, or Bill, or Gina, or Andrew, or now Simon
Holmes à Court, and immediately realised that we are
being influenced by just another oligarch to the tune of
some $100M which immediately excluded his team from
further consideration. I see him as spoiler against Pauline
in Queensland, as I see similar with Mr X in SA. They
are playing us like competing English football teams.
Ironically, in 1996 Graeme Campbell and the Australia
First team were making significant inroads into the
public political consciousness in Queensland. I was there
supporting that team. Pauline was created out of thin
air through a massive media campaign led by oligarch
media tycoon Rupert Murdoch to counter the Australia
First momentum. Estimates of $100M worth of free
advertising redirected political energy of that time away
from Graeme towards Pauline (who was at some stage
managed by the two Davids). History is important.
An oligarch has established, trained, and resourced the
Azov battalions in Ukraine (his own army) which have
been shelling the Donbass Russian speaking peoples for
the past 8 years. Oligarchs run Russia, China, and now
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more so here in Australia. How much power is too much
power in the hands of one person? Gates-WHO Schwabb-WEF
I then started to score each remaining party/group
based on what I knew about their history, how their
association was structured, internet searches of their
policies, and in the case of the Nationals (even though
Pauline may be working out an election deal with them);
I hold a different view, that they having actively enforced
the ‘get big or get out’ * mantra leading eventually to
the Lima Declaration, both under their then leader Doug
Anthony which decimated both our manufacturing
and farmers. Also remembering; (Sir) Robert Sparkes
Queensland President of the Nationals, campaigning
against the establishment of a State Bank of Queensland
in defiance of the Queensland parliamentary processes
where those things were to be debated and resolved.
This was a clear demonstration of the machinations
of political parties whereby they (the leadership of
the party) control policy, rather than the people's
representatives in the parliament.
Once all this information is placed into a template
of ‘civics’ (how things have been developed to work) I
realised how off the mark we have been mis-directed.
This also gave me an opportunity to see where the
pendulum lay for every other candidate or group of
candidates. I then shared my remaining preferences, by,
first being placed last, and, last first across each grouping
or groups to minimise forceful people who managed to
achieve the first spot of their group. I managed to fill in
21 squares before my vote would become void, which
should nicely keep out the majors and allow a freedomfriendly minor to have a voice in the State's house.
This is my thinking that took a full hour or so to argue
out in discussion with others, to ensure it would achieve
effective representation within the Senate, and those who
have caused such chaos not being given any political
oxygen. My form of putting the sitting member last for
the State’s house, the Senate!
** The North-South Dialogue - a discussion paper from the Brandt
Commission that considers the poorer 'south' nations and the richer
'north' nations - 'comparing to adjust through policy' GDP per capita.
A book of the title ' North-South: A Programme for Survival' was
authored by German Chancellor Willy Brandt.
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